No. 2014/V-1/VP/1/10 New Delhi, dt.12.01.2015

The SDGMs
All Indian Railways

Sub: Vigilance cases-discussion in meetings

It has been brought to Board’s notice that individual Vigilance cases are often raised by Unions in PNM’s as well as discussed in formal/informal Meetings with Vigilance Officers. Instructions already exist that individual cases should not generally be raised in PNM’s. It is particularly desirable that individual vigilance cases are not discussed either formally or informally with any individual, Union, Association etc. not strictly concerned with the matter. It needs to be emphasized that vigilance cases by virtue of their intrinsic nature are sensitive and it would, therefore, be appropriate if they are dealt in as confidential manner as is possible or merited.

As instructions issued by Additional Member (Vig.)’s D.O. letter No.98/V-I/Meet/11/1 dt. 06/08/1998 are also relevant in this matter, a copy is enclosed by way of reiteration.

Encl : as above.

(Vikas Purwar)
Director Vigilance(Mech.)
Railway Board